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silsila 1981 full movie free download hd amit (amitabh bachan) a poet decides to bury his past life
along with his love for chandni (rekha) when he meets shobha (jaya bachchan). shobhas life has

come to a standstill after her fianc and amits brother shekhar (shashi kapoor) dies in a plane crash.
amit had only come to mourn the death of his brother with shobha but ends up sacrificing his own

love and life in an attempt to give shobha a new lease of life. when fate brings amit and chandni face
to face again, both are married to different people but neither can ignore their feelings for each

other. silsila is a story, thwarted by societys demands, which reappear as adultery but can it survive
in the face of society to save his sister, he has to unleash the dark side of tanya jaanis. this is a

movie that is filled with tanya jaanis. there is also a young abhishek bachan in the movie. the movie
started in the year 1981 and was a film that was made by shashi kapoor. the film was about the

relationship between two sisters and it was about the tanya jaanis of the film. the film also starred
amitabh bachchan, amitabh bachchan and rekha. the film was directed by mukul anand and the

music was composed by o. p. nayyar. the movie also starred shashi kapoor, rekha, jeetendra,
sanjeev kumar, amrish puri, shabana azmi and amrish puri. the film was shot in between in various

cities such as bombay, singapore, paris and dubai.
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the first film in the series, titled
silsila, was made in 1981.

released during the peak of the
raj kapoor-mithun-rekha fame,
the film was a flop. the plot was
a musical one with sanjay khan

playing a lawyer and music
director, giving the film a catchy

name. it was released in two
languages, hindi and tamil, and
the movie became a cult classic.
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love for chandni (rekha) when he
meets shobha (jaya bachchan).

shobhas life has come to a
standstill after her fianc and

amits brother shekhar (shashi
kapoor) dies in a plane crash.
amit had only come to mourn
the death of his brother with

shobha but ends up sacrificing
his own love and life in an

attempt to give shobha a new
lease of life. when fate brings
amit and chandni face to face

again, both are married to
different people but neither can

ignore their feelings for each
other. silsila is a story, thwarted

by societys demands, which
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reappear as adultery but can it
survive in the face of society
silsila 1981 full movie free

download hd amit (amitabh
bachchan) a poet decides to

bury his past life along with his
love for chandni (rekha) when he
meets shobha (jaya bachchan).

shobhas life has come to a
standstill after her fianc and

amits brother shekhar (shashi
kapoor) dies in a plane crash.
amit had only come to mourn
the death of his brother with

shobha but ends up sacrificing
his own love and life in an

attempt to give shobha a new
lease of life. sandeep is a very
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versatile actor and has done
many leading roles in bollywood.
these include taare zameen par
(2011), gangaajal (2013), nanha

(2014), jannat (2014), kabir
singh (2015), harjeet (2015),
jagga jasoos (2016), sarbjit

(2016), silsila (2018), and pad
man (2019). 5ec8ef588b
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